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1 Introduction
Fast and accurate numerical models are critical for the tracking, prediction, and control
of fluid flows. Traditional grid-based modelling techniques, though highly accurate, are
often too slow for these purposes. So-called reduced-order models—which track abstract
flow structures, rather than the details of fluid velocities at every point—are much faster,
but the inherent coarseness of their modeling approximation makes them inaccurate.
However, correcting a reduced-order model with observations of the fluid, a process
known as data assimilation, could produce a model that has both the speed and accuracy
required for real-time applications. We explore this hypothesis using the point-vortex
model, which tracks only the vortices in the flow. Our primary goal in this exploration
is to develop an intelligent assimilation strategy that can correct the solver’s mistakes
with minimal computational effort. To achieve this, we employ knowledge about the
system dynamics to determine when the corrections will be most effective and when
they are not required. We call this new data assimilation strategy “Dynamics-Informed
Assimilation”. We have performed several numerical experiments that demonstrate the
success of this strategy in reducing the computational burden of gathering and processing
the observations. These numerical experiments are a useful first step, but a real fluid
flow is needed to ensure that our approach is practical for real-world applications. To
this end, we plan to test our assimilation strategy with experimental data from a planar
air jet in our laboratory. This is a break from traditional data assimilation research, in
which numerical experiments are the norm. Exploring data assimilation in a controlled
laboratory context will provide unique insight into the dynamics of the data assimilation
process, and the knowledge gained will be of general interest to the data assimilation
community. In the remainder of this section, we introduce the concepts that are central
to our research—numerical modelling of fluid flows and data assimilation—and provide
an overview of our dynamics-informed strategy and laboratory testbed.
Due to the complexity and sensitivity of fluid flows, numerical models that accu-
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rately track their evolution are currently too slow for many applications. The current
state-of-the-art in computational modelling of fluid flows is direct numerical simulation
(DNS). DNS models discretize the flow physics by covering the domain with a fine grid
and tracking the quantities of interest at each grid point. To evolve the system, DNS
models perform a direct integration of the Navier-Stokes equations, the complex partial
differential equations that govern flow dynamics. This approach works remarkably well,
especially at high resolution, and DNS models are used successfully in a variety of im-
portant applications, including numerical weather prediction and fundamental studies
of combustion, vascular flows, vehicle aerodynamics, and ink jet dynamics. However, for
real-time modelling and control applications, DNS techniques are too slow.
The development of faster and more-abstract modelling techniques has been a sig-
nificant research focus in the fluid dynamics community for many years. We review
this literature in Section 2.1. One suprisingly successful technique is the point-vortex
method, which tracks only the vortices in a flow and ignores all other dynamics. In
this method, the vorticity field is idealized as being concentrated in a collection of delta
functions, each called a point vortex. The dynamics of these point vortices are governed
by an ordinary differential equation, so the resulting computational model is very fast.
However, the abstractions and approximations necessary to achieve this simplification
do come at a cost: a point-vortex model is not nearly as accurate as a DNS model. As
a result, point-vortex modelling is typically not practical in tracking and control appli-
cations. If we could correct the model’s mistakes, however, we could capitalize on its
speed advantages in these difficult application domains.
One approach to improving the accuracy of the point-vortex model is to correct it
with measurements of the target system—a process known as data assimilation. Data
assimilation is not a new field; it was invented by meteorologists in the 1950s for correct-
ing numerical weather prediction models with atmospheric observations. In these and
other geophysical applications, researchers use complex, parameterized DNS models to
produce a state estimate. This estimate is then periodically corrected with available ob-
servations of the system. These observations are typically sparsely distributed over the
domain and are obtained via a wide array of different types of observing equipment with
varying noise characteristics. Thus, the majority of the data assimilation research re-
viewed in Section 2.2 focuses on the development of algorithms that statistically weight
the assimilated observations based on their relative accuracy when compared to the
model state estimate they are supposed to correct.
Geophysical applications are clearly a very complex domain in which to study data
assimilation. It is no surprise, then, that there has been very little work on using
information about the dynamics of the target system to improve the assimilation process.
The goal of our research is to develop an efficient and effective assimilation strategy that
uses dynamical information to predict when the point-vortex model needs correction.
By allowing the dynamics to dictate when correction is critical, the computational costs
of extracting and processing system observations can be minimized. Our first approach,
presented in Section 3.1, is to correct the point-vortex model only when the velocity
gradients are high. We have found that this is a useful indicator of when the model
is likely to “lose track” of the true dynamics (and thus, when a correction is needed).
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Detailed results from our numerical experiments are presented in Section 4.1.
An eventual goal of our work is to evaluate this new technique using actual ex-
perimental data. This is in contrast to most data assimilation studies, which rely on
“Observing System Simulation Experiments” (in which simulated observations are gen-
erated by the computational models under study) to evaluate new correction techniques.
Real-world experiments are less common because it is usually very difficult to collect and
process experimental data from the complex systems under study. We have chosen a
much more controlled enviroment in which to study data assimilation: a laboratory
planar air jet. Observations of this system are collected by particle image velocimetry,
which provides velocity-field data over the entire domain. This relatively simple sys-
tem provides a unique testbed for evaluating new assimilation methods and gaining a
more-thorough understanding of the interplay between system dynamics and correction
dynamics. The results of this fundamental study of data assimilation will have general
applicability and could enable significant advancements in numerical weather prediction
and other important application domains.
2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Numerical Modelling
Perhaps the canonical example of a complex system that engineers and scientists need
to model is the fluid flow. Real-world fluids problems simply do not admit analytical
solutions, so one has to model them numerically, and their inherent spatiotemporal com-
plexity makes this very hard. One traditional solution to this, termed direct numerical
simulation or DNS, involves discretizing the flow quantities using finite-order approxi-
mations of time and space [92]. To get the flow details right in face of this discretization,
the grids and timesteps involved may need to be very fine. A fine grid translates to an
extremely large state vector and/or a multiscale coupled-models approach in the sim-
ulation of complicated flows. The algorithmic methods used in many codes to solve
problems like this—e.g., successive over-relaxation—can have sensitive numerical dy-
namics that do not always converge. For all of these reasons, DNS simulations of even
fairly simple fluids problems require hours of CPU time on powerful machines with large
memories.
If a coarser representation could be used to model the dynamics of the system, the
resulting numerical solver would be simpler, and hence much faster, than DNS models.
There are many ways to reduce the number of state variables that a model uses to
capture the dynamics. Current approaches use knowledge about the flow to decompose
it in various meaningful ways: e.g., into its spectral modes [21] or using spatial basis
functions like Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [13] or wavelets [42, 43]. One
can also use various kinds of averaging techniques on the fundamental fluids equations to
select the spatial scale of the model; the current frontrunners in this class of approaches
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are the LANS-α [23, 57, 90] and RANS models [116]1. Large-eddy simulation (LES)
methods use spatial filtering to select the modeling scale [50, 79, 91].
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), also known as Karhunen-Loeve decom-
position [73, 81], is the most popular modelling approach in the flow control community
[10, 49, 108, 109, 113]. The basic idea is to project the Navier-Stokes equations onto a
reduced subspace of order m, where the subspace is chosen such that the error in the
projection is minimized. In this subspace, the state of the flow at time t, xm(t), is a
linear combination of basis vectors, or “POD modes”, φi:
xm(t) =
m∑
i=1
ai(t)φi .
A Galerkin projection of the Navier-Stokes equations onto the subspace defined by the
set {φi} produces the ordinary differential equations that describe the time evolution of
the coefficients, ai(t). Data from numerical simulations (or, less commonly, experiments)
is used to obtain—via the method of “snapshots” [114]—the appropriate POD basis for
the flow being modelled. Note that the POD basis is flow dependent, and the snapshots
used to obtain it must contain a representative sample of all flow dynamics, including
the effects of the control action. If this is not the case, the resulting POD basis will prove
insufficient for model-based control. Several researchers have investigated ways to ensure
that the POD modes are capable of representing the large-scale coherent structures in
the flow [52, 69, 86, 95, 96].
Given a set of representative POD modes and ODE describing their dynamics, one
can use the resulting model in a closed-loop control setting. Experimental measurements
of fluid properties—typically, velocity or surface pressure—are used to estimate the
current full state of the flow in terms of the POD basis functions. This is usually
accomplished via linear or quadratic stochastic estimation [2], but Kalman filters have
also been used for this task [107]. This state estimate is used as an initial condition for
the ODE that governs the evolution of the coefficients ai(t). Solving the ODE provides a
prediction of the coefficients at some later time, which can be compared with the values
that describe the desired flow condition to determine the appropriate control action. This
is essentially a simple form of data assimilation, in which the model state variables—the
coefficients ai(t)—are updated periodically based on the experimental sensor data.
One drawback to using POD models in data assimilation research is that they are
very sensitive to the empirical data used to obtain the modes, and the resulting model
can “overfit” the input data [31]. The POD model is also flow-dependent, which makes
it difficult to generalize the results from one flow to another. Because of these limita-
tions, we have chosen to use a different model—the point-vortex model—in our data
assimilation studies, in the hopes that the results can be applied to a wider variety of
fluid flows.
The point-vortex model [112] is an approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations
that is flow-independent and does not require any data to determine its structure. The
1Lagrangian- and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes, respectively; the α represents the scale of the
method.
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approximation is based on the coherent vortices in the flow, whose dynamics are easily
modelled. The model is inherently grid-free, and the state variables are meaningful flow
quantities that are helpful in understanding its dynamics. And, unlike DNS solvers,
which depend critically on accurate specification of detailed initial and boundary condi-
tions across the simulation region, the point-vortex model can be easily warm-started,
with less information and no initial transient artifacts.
The details of the method are straightforward. Vorticity is a field vector quantity
defined as the curl of the velocity; it represents the angular momentum of the fluid. A
vortex is a local peak or concentration in the vorticity; circulation, Γ, is the integral of
vorticity around a curve enclosing an area of fluid. In the point-vortex model, all vorticity
is idealized as being contained at specific points, which move with the flow field. State
variables in the point-vortex model are the positions (x, y) and strengths Γ of these point
vortices. The dynamics are the fluid-mechanical analog of point masses evolving under
the mutual interaction of Newtonian gravity: a vortex is treated as creating a swirling
velocity field around itself, and other entities—vortices, passive tracer particles—move
or “advect” with that velocity. The magnitude of the induced velocity falls off as 1/r2
with the distance r from the corresponding vortex core. The point-vortex equations use
superposition to combine the effects of multiple point vortices. In schematic form, the
equations for the evolution of the state of the ith point vortex are:
 ~˙Xi
Γ˙i

 =
[
~f(Γj, ~Xj, j 6= i)
0
]
, (1)
where ~Xi = (xi, yi)
T , the 2D position of the ith vortex, and ~f is a vector-valued function
whose ith component computes the distances || ~Xi − ~Xj ||2 from the ith vortex to each of
the j others, calculates their influence at that distance (via the 1/r2 law, scaled by the
strength Γj), rotates to the tangential direction, and does a vector sum of the results.
These equations are a form of the well-known Biot-Savart equations describing point-
vortex motions [75]. One can solve the system (1) with any ordinary differential equation
(ODE) solver (e.g., Runge-Kutta).
The point-vortex model is highly idealized; it is a 2D model that assumes that the flow
is inviscid and that the vorticity field is discretized into isolated points. These simplifying
assumptions are what makes it fast, but idealization also introduces inaccuracy. Real
vortices are not concentrated at a single point, and only higher Reynolds number flows
can be treated as inviscid. More typically, vorticity is distributed throughout the flow,
and it is created and destroyed as the flow evolves. Nonetheless, the point-vortex method
works remarkably well [16] if the flow is dominated by isolated regions of high vorticity,
the fluid surrounding those regions is basically irrotational, and viscosity is small—
assumptions that are valid for many interesting flows. There are many ways to extend
the point-vortex model to handle cases where these assumptions are not valid [4, 9, 22,
26, 45, 61, 106]. It is important to note that vortex dynamics in 3D are very different
than in 2D, so the equations above cannot simply be extended to handle 3D effects2.
2DNS schemes, in contrast, can easily be extended to 3D, or to handle viscosity; the local velocity
interactions that they model are invariant under rotation, and viscosity just adds a term to the equation
for each grid point.
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The target application for this project is a planar jet, so the 2D assumption is reasonably
valid here. The other improvements mentioned in this paragraph do not play roles in
our research, since the solver itself is not our focus. Our goal is to figure out how to
use data assimilation to improve the accuracy of the original point-vortex algorithm and
present a proof-of-concept example that it works.
2.2 Data Assimilation
In order to combat the small- and large-scale errors introduced by any numerical mod-
elling approximation, one can correct the solver with experimental measurements of
the fluid under investigation—a process known as data assimilation (see [29, 119] for
an overview). Most data assimilation research occurs in the atmospheric and oceanic
communities. An important atmospheric application with very widespread impact is
numerical weather prediction. All of the major operational weather forecasting centers
use data assimilation to improve the accuracy of their forecasts [27, 83, 99, 104]. Fig-
ure 1 shows a schematic of the correction process, and depicts what is typically referred
to as a data assimilation cycle. The steps in the process are as follows. In the first
Figure 1: Data assimilation cycle. A numerical model is used to generate a forecast or
“background state” from a best-guess initial condition. Data assimilation is then used to
combine the background state with the available observations, each weighted according
to its expected accuracy. The result is an “analysis state”, which is used as the initial
condition for the next assimilation cycle.
cycle, one must specify the initial conditions for the model integration—this is known
as the initialization problem in the data assimilation community. One approach to this
is to initialize the model using prior observations of the system. For example, in at-
mospheric applications, one can use climatology—the average weather observed in the
model domain over some historical period [12]. There are many other approaches to
the initialization problem including dynamic initialization [89, 94, 120], normal mode
initialization [36, 87, 123], and variational techniques [38, 110].
Once initial conditions have been specified, the model is run for a specified time
interval (cycle length) to produce a forecast or background state. This forecast step is
represented by
xf(ti+1) =Mi[x
f(ti)] ,
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where Mi is the model dynamics operator and x
f(ti) is its state vector at time ti. Fi-
nally, observations of the dynamical system are combined with this background state
to produce a new model state known as the analysis. Depending on the analysis al-
gorithm and the model, it may be necessary to apply initialization techniques to the
analysis to ensure that it satisfies dynamic balance conditions. The analyzed/initialized
state is then used as the initial condition to start the model forecast for the next data
assimilation cycle.
This seemingly simple data assimilation cycle is rich with interesting and challeng-
ing problems. Much of the research in this field is devoted to the analysis step, i.e.,
determining what algorithm should be used to update the model variables, based on the
available observations. One naive approach to this is to simply throw out the simulated
variable values and replace them with the measured ones (where they exist). We will
refer to this method as “direct replacement”. One can also use a proportional control
strategy, known as “Newtonian nudging” in the meteorological community [30], to per-
form the correction. This technique corrects the model state by shifting it toward the
observations, with the size of the shift based on the relative accuracy of the background
forecast compared to the observations. Thus, Newtonian nudging is a simple approach
to weighting the observations based on their noise characteristics. However, neither
Newtonian nudging nor direct replacement attempts to explicitly model the effects of
observational and modelling errors.
Observational and modelling errors confound the state estimation problem, and de-
veloping realistic representations of these errors is a major challenge for data assimilation
researchers [18, 32, 33]. Observations of a dynamical system can be represented by the
equation
yoi = Hi[x
f(ti)] + 
o
i ,
where yoi is a vector of observations (indicated by the superscript o) at time ti, x
f is the
model forecast state, H is an observation operator that maps from the model state space
to the observation space, and oi is a noise term. Note that 
o
i contains both instrument
error and errors of representativeness, which result from any discrete model’s inability
to resolve small scale processes in the continuous dynamics. Errors of representativeness
are much more difficult to quantify than instrument error [102]. Another complicating
factor is that H may be a time-dependent nonlinear operator.
In addition to these observational difficulties, data assimilation schemes must also
consider the model error M in the following evolution equation:
xt(ti+1) = M [x
t(ti)] + 
M
i . (2)
Here, xt(ti) is the discretized true state (indicated by the superscript t) of the dynamical
system at time ti. Recall that M is the model dynamics operator, which is generally
nonlinear. The term M quantifies both the errors that result from the discretization
inherent in a computational model as well as more-serious errors caused by incorrect
parameters or dynamics in the model.
More-complex data assimilation techniques that attempt to account for these various
sources of error can be derived based on the conditional probability of the model state
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given the set of observations to be assimilated [25, 67]. Ideally, we would like to solve
for the true state of the sytem at a particular time ti, denoted by x
t(ti). Let O(tk) =
{o(t1), o(t2), · · · , o(tk)} denote the set of observations available up to time tk. The
probability density function p(xt(ti)|O(tk)) provides the complete solution to the data
assimilation problem at time ti. Unfortunately, as our only knowledge of the true system
state comes from imperfect (and typically, sparse) observations, it is impossible to obtain
an exact solution for the full probability. Thus, data assimilation techniques approximate
various statistical properties of the distribution—for example, mean, mode, and variance
characteristics. There are different classes of assimilation methods that depend on which
set of observations are chosen. Filtering methods attempt to estimate p(xt(ti)|O(ti)):
i.e, they estimate the true state using all available observations up to the time of the
analysis. The most commonly used technique in this class is the Kalman filter [71],
which provides an estimate of the conditional mean and covariance of this probability
density. Smoothing methods, in contrast, attempt to capture the current state that
best describes a set of future observations, i.e., p(xt(ti)|O(ti+L)). Four-dimensional
variational assimilation [38], which estimates the conditional mode for this probability
density, is a popular approach that falls into this class.
Kalman filtering has been widely used for state estimation applications since its intro-
duction in 1960 [71, 72]. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the Kalman filter pro-
vides an estimate of the mean and covariance of the probability density p(xt(ti)|O(ti)).
Estimates of this mean state and its covariance matrix are computed in each analysis
step. On the next data assimilation cycle, they are propagated forward in the forecast
step to the next analysis time. Following the notation in [63], the Kalman equations
that govern the forecast step are
xf(ti) = Mi−1[x
a(ti−1)] (3)
Pf(ti) = Mi−1P
a(ti−1)M
T
i−1 +Q(ti−1) (4)
Here, Mi describes the model dynamics operator at time ti. Equation (3) starts the data
assimilation cycle by running the model forward in time, starting with the analysis state
from the previous data assimilation cycle xa(ti−1) as the initial condition. The result is
the forecast state xf(ti). In the equations above, P
a(ti−1) is the estimated covariance
matrix from the previous analysis step. Equation (4) forecasts this covariance matrix
forward to the next analysis time. In the derivation of this equation, an assumption has
been made that the model error denoted M in Equation (2) is a Gaussian process with
zero mean and covariance matrix Q; this is the model error term that appears above.
Once the forecasts xf(ti) and P
f(ti−1) have been obtained, the following equations are
used to perform the analysis step using the available observations:
xa(ti) = x
f(ti) +Kidi (5)
Pa(ti) = (I−KiHi)P
f(ti) (6)
where di is known as the innovation vector and Ki is the Kalman gain
di = y
o
i −Hi[x
f(ti)] (7)
Ki = P
f(ti)H
T
i [HiP
f(ti)H
T
i +Ri]
−1 (8)
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Recall that Hi is the observation operator that maps from the model state space to the
observation space. Observational errors have been assumed to be Gaussian with zero
mean and covariance matrix R.
In the derivation and application of the Kalman filter equations, several simplifying
assumptions are made [25, 29, 67, 117]. This method provides an optimal, minimum
variance state estimate only if the dynamics, M , and observation operator, H , are linear.
It must also be the case that the observational, model, and analysis error statistics are
Gaussian. The well-known extended Kalman filter (EKF) [48, 51] attempts to overcome
the linearity assumption. In the EKF, M and H are linearized about the instantaneous
trajectory xa,f(ti). Unfortunately, the resulting update equations for the error covari-
ance matrix suffer from a closure problem: they involve a recursive calculation that
requires knowledge of all higher-order statistical moments. Typically, these higher-order
moments are neglected, and many have found that the resulting EKF does not appropri-
ately predict the error characteristics [40, 47, 88]. More-sophisticated closure schemes
involving higher-order moments were investigated in [44, 76, 77, 88] with better results,
but the computational cost of storing these moments is prohibitive. A newer technique,
known as the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [70], has been shown to produce better
results in highly nonlinear systems and can handle non-Gaussian error statistics.
The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [41] was introduced in 1994 to overcome the
limitations of the EKF. It is a Monte-Carlo approach based on the theory of stochastic
dynamic prediction [39]. The EnKF begins with a single initial condition obtained from
climatology or some other best guess estimate; this state is termed the central forecast.
An ensemble of initial states is then created with mean equal to the central forecast
and variance based on knowledge of the uncertainty in the initial condition. For grid-
based models, this amounts to generation of pseudo-random fields with a specific mean
and variance. The details of this process are given in [41]. The data assimilation cycle
depicted in Figure 1 is then applied to each of the N ensemble members, with the
Kalman filter (or some variant) used in the forecast and analysis steps. In addition to
Monte-Carlo sampling of the uncertainty in the initial condition, some EnKF techniques
also attempt to sample other sources or error. For example, [19] and [59] use a set of
perturbed observations in the analysis step to explicitly represent the uncertainty due
to observational error. Others have used parameter perturbations to sample the model
error characteristics [58].
The crux of the EnKF method is the assumption that the sample of model states will
provide meaningful statistics about the conditional probability density of the true state
given the available observations, p(xt(ti)|O(ti)). In sampling such a probability density,
a larger number of samples will generally provide better statistical estimates. However,
for most atmospheric and oceanic models, the high computational cost of the analysis
for a single model trajectory places a limit on practical ensemble sizes. One result of a
small sample size can be an underestimate of the computed sample covariance, which
causes the filter to apply too little weight to the observations in the analysis. When
this occurs, the analysis will diverge from the true state—a situation known as filter
divergence. The core issue is that with an ensemble size of N , the sample covariance is
nondegenerate in onlyN−1 directions. If the covariance structure of the joint probability
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distribution cannot be adequately represented in this subspace, information is lost on
each assimilation cycle [5, 78, 88]. A common solution to this problem is covariance
inflation [5, 55, 122], in which the sample covariance is simply multiplied by a scalar
value larger than one on each assimilation cycle. The appropriate inflation factor is
typically chosen using numerical experiments: a search is conducted to find the value
that produces a minimum ensemble mean rms error [5].
Another likely result of the rank problem described above is spurious correlations
between model variables and observations. As a result, a distant observation with a
spurious correlation may overwhelm the impact of the closer observations that are truly
correlated with the state variable. To overcome this problem, a cutoff radius is usually
applied to localize the impact of an observation; state variables outside this cutoff will
not be updated by the observation [55, 59, 60, 122]. Applying such a cutoff also improves
the likelihood that the linearity assumptions are valid for the local region.
Some additional computational simplifications to the data assimilation cycle have
also been introduced in the context of the EnKF. Houtekamer and Mitchell [60] and
Bishop [15] have shown that observations with uncorrelated error can be assimilated one
at a time, which reduces the innovation vector in Equation (7) to a scalar value. An-
derson [6] provides an algorithm that also permits a serial update of the state variables
in the model. Using these modifications, each update step in the EnKF is simplified:
complex filtering computations can be performed with scalar values instead of matri-
ces. Ensemble techniques can also be easily parallelized to further reduce the required
computational expense [74].
The Data Assimilation Initiative [1] at NCAR has created a software package called
the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) that employs some of these techniques.
Each analysis update in DART is an update of a single state variable using one obser-
vation. The forward operator H is applied to each ensemble member to map from the
model state space to the observation space; the result is a distribution of observation
values. The next step is to determine how this ensemble sample of observation values
should be incremented to more closely match the actual observation and its error distri-
bution. There are various algorithms available in DART for computing the observation
increments, including the perturbed observation methods mentioned previously [19, 59]
and the Ensemble Adjustment Kalman Filter [5]. The result of these algorithms is a set
of observation increments. DART then applies linear regression to obtain the relation-
ship between these observation increments and the state variable being updated. DART
also contains tunable parameters for addressing the filter divergence problems discussed
above.
While ensemble techniques have become very popular in recent years, in part due to
their ease of implementation, they cannot yet compete with the current state of the art
in weather forecasting—four-dimensional variational assimilation (4DVAR) [38]. This
method provides an estimate of the conditional mode of the probability density function,
p(xt(ti)|O(ti+L)); this is a maximum likelihood estimate. The basic idea of 4DVAR is to
find the model trajectory that most closely matches the observations. Since the model
is deterministic, specification of an initial condition for the model will define such a
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trajectory. Solving for this initial condition amounts to minimization of a cost function
which can be derived from an idealized Bayesian probability analysis [82].
C[x(t0)] =
1
2
[x(t0)− x
b(t0)]
TB−10 [x(t0)− x
b(t0)] +
1
2
n∑
i=0
(yi − y
o
i )
TR−1i (yi − y
o
i ) ,
where yi = Hi[x(ti)]. The first term represents the deviation of the state estimate from
its forecasted value from the previous assimilation cycle. Here, B approximates the er-
ror covariance matrix of xb; that is, it weights the first term according to the expected
accuracy of the background forecast estimate. The second term measures deviations
from the observations. Here again, H is the forward operator that maps from the model
state space to the observation space and R is the error covariance matrix for the ob-
servations. Other strong or weak constraints [110] can be specified to enforce various
“balance” conditions that must be satisfied (for example, geostrophic balance in atmo-
spheric models) or to eliminate other undesirable characteristics in the solution. Under
certain conditions, the cost function can be minimized using Gauss-Newton iteration
[56] or quasi-Newton methods [34]. Adjoint methods are more commonly used for geo-
physical problems [28, 35, 38, 80, 118]. The adjoint technique solves for the gradient of
C by integrating the model forward in time, then integrating the adjoint of the model
backward in time. The difficulty in implementing this is that, in order to perform this
backward integration, one must have available the adjoints of the linearized model dy-
namics and observation operators M and H . The mathematics in the derivation of the
adjoint can be complex; an example derivation for a simple model based on the shallow
water equations is provided in [37]. However, once these adjoint operators have been
obtained, the assimilation algorithm is relatively efficient compared to Kalman filtering
and, especially, extended Kalman filtering.
In addition to the analysis algorithm, another major challenge in data assimilation
research is determining how to obtain and leverage the observations in a way that will
most improve the accuracy of the model forecast. In typical geophysical applications,
there are many different types of observations available (e.g., satellite, radiosonde, radar,
and surface measurements). Researchers must start by determining which observations
should be discarded due to, for example, instrument malfunctions. This seemingly sim-
ple process, known as quality control, is a difficult research issue [7, 46, 66, 84]. Then,
for each type of observation to be assimilated, one must develop a separate observation
operator H that maps the model state to the observation space. H is often a complex
nonlinear operator, but it can occasionally be simplified by preprocessing the observa-
tions to more-closely match the state variables in the model. One must strike a balance
in this trade-off between the amount of observation pre-processing and the complexity
of H . Each type of observation also has different error characteristics, resulting in a
different error covariance matrix R in the Kalman gain equation and the 4DVAR cost
function. All of these challenges need to be addressed once the observations have been
gathered and before they can be useful in assimilation.
One can also attempt to use more-intelligent strategies in the observation gathering
process—i.e., make an advance determination of what observations will be most useful.
This field of study is known as targeted or adaptive observing; see [15] for an overview.
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Adaptive observing attempts to determine an optimal way of distributing observations,
in both time and space, so as to improve the forecast in some “verification” region.
For example, if a convective system were moving toward San Francisco, meteorologists
might be interested in improving the forecast over that region at a time two days from
now. Targeted observing could be used to determine which flight paths sensor-equipped
airplanes should take to obtain the most-influential measurements. Most targeted ob-
serving strategies attempt to find regions that are either “dynamically connected” to the
verification region or that provide the greatest reduction in the error covariance of the
state estimate. Existing approaches include the singular vector technique [17, 98], model
adjoint sensitivity techniques [8, 11], and ensemble-based methods [14, 15, 54, 85]. So
far, targeted observing strategies have had mixed results [93]. And, to our knowledge,
no one has studied targeted observing using point-vortex models.
All of the aforementioned data assimilation techniques have been developed in the
context of DNS simulations of large-scale atmospheric and oceanic systems; data as-
similation into point-vortex models has received much less attention. Kayo Ide et al.
[64, 65] have done some interesting work in this area. Their algorithm deduces the vor-
tex positions by inverting the velocity superposition arguments that are built into the
point-vortex equations and then assimilates that data into point-vortex models using
Kalman filters. They have tested this strategy extensively in numerical simulations.
They also developed a unique hybrid assimilation method that assimilates data about
both the positions and strengths of vortices and the paths that tracer particles take
through a flow. The basic idea is to augment the point-vortex equations (1) with a
set of tracer advection equations that model the dynamics of particle movement [65].
The key here is that the fundamental link between velocity and vorticity couples these
equations, so corrections made to one will “percolate” into the other. That is, one can
assimilate tracer particle data into the advection equations and the cross-coupling term
will naturally carry those corrections into the point-vortex equations. Ide et al. have
studied this approach in simulations [65], but it has not yet been implemented with
experimental data.
2.3 Dynamics-Informed Data Assimilation in Relation to Prior
Work
The data-assimilation schemes described in the previous section all use a periodic or con-
tinuous correction approach. That is, observations are assimilated either at prespecified
intervals or whenever they become available. No attempt is made to determine when
corrections might be most beneficial to the simulation, or when they are not useful. This
is the goal of our research. In the context of the real-time flow control applications that
we are targeting, collecting and processing observations can be prohibitively expensive
and/or invasive. Our objective is to reduce this burden by collecting observations only
when the system dynamics indicate that such observations are necessary for the accuracy
of the simulation.
In this sense, our work has some similarities to targeted observing: we use the dy-
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namics of the system to determine when and where the model is likely to go astray.
This information can then be used to decide where in the flow to focus our observing
equipment and when to gather observations. However, the goals of our research are
quite different from those of adaptive observing. In adaptive observing, a fixed observ-
ing network is augmented with supplementary observations as dictated by the methods
described in the previous section. The essential elements of the data assimilation ap-
proach, however, are unchanged by the information gleaned from the targeted observing
strategies. That is, both the fixed and supplementary observations are still assimilated
periodically or continuously. The dynamical information used to obtain the supplemen-
tary observations is not used to decide when to correct the model. Our goal is to use
dynamical information to dictate the correction timing in the point-vortex model and
avoid the computational expense of unneeded data acquisition, processing, and correc-
tion.
Although the results presented in the rest of this paper use simple direct-replacement
or Newtonian nudging techniques, we plan to evaluate dynamics-informed correction
using some of the more common data assimilation methods discussed in Section 2.2. As
a start, we will use the ensemble assimilation methods available in the Data Assimilation
Research Testbed (DART). Its componentized architecture makes it easy to add a new
model, and we have already begun experiments with the point-vortex model. Performing
standard periodic correction experiments with the point-vortex model in this context
will provide a baseline performance metric with which to compare our results. For
any new technique to be adopted, it must outperform the current standard approaches.
Demonstrating that dynamics-informed correction timing is more accurate than periodic
correction when using the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) will provide credibility within
the data assimilation community—a community that accepts the EnKF as a useful
assimilation algorithm.
In important contrast to our work, most data assimilation research is not performed
in a laboratory context. Geophysicists often rely on Observing System Simulation Ex-
periments (OSSEs) to investigate new assimilation strategies. In OSSEs, a long model
run is used to generate the observations, which are then modified to achieve the de-
sired observational error characteristics. While these numerical experiments are a useful
first step, there are many additional challenges in using real data. We are also starting
with OSSEs, as described in Section 3, but our goal is to apply dynamics-informed data
assimilation using experimental data obtained from a planar air jet in our laboratory.
In Sections 4 and 5, we anticipate and discuss some of the challenges in making this
transition.
To evaluate our data assimilation strategy in a laboratory context, we will first have
to determine how to correct our model variables (vortex positions and strengths) with
the velocity field data we will collect in the lab. One approach to this is to preprocess
the velocity data to extract vortex positions and strengths. A great deal of research
has been devoted to techniques for doing just this. The problem is that vortices are
surprisingly difficult to define [101, 121]. The obvious solution of simply thresholding
the vorticity, for instance, picks out many different kinds of flow structures, not just
vortices—particularly shear layers. Methods that search for local extrema in the vorticity
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field are somewhat more effective, but still prone to mis-identification [121]. The work
of Jeong & Hussain [68] provides a cornerstone for much of the debate in the fluids
literature about this topic, along with a useful definition that decomposes the velocity
gradient tensor ∇~v into symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric (Ω) parts, the latter of which
is an effective measurement of vorticity in an incompressible flow. Thus, searching for
regions in which the norm of Ω dominates the norm of S can be an effective technique for
identifying vortices; this is the Q-criterion of [62]. A variety of other approaches use ∇~v
in different ways; [3] and [24], for instance, take its imaginary eigenvalues as evidence of
local swirling motion. More recently, Haller has proposed a frame-independent method
that releases numerical tracer particles in the flow, calculates their paths with an ODE
solver, then computes the strain acceleration tensor at every point along each path.
Particle paths that remain wholly in “elliptical” regions, where the flow does not stretch
out, are then classified as vortices [53]. Many groups have worked out ways to fit velocity
data to various analytical forms, such as wavelets [20, 42, 111] or orthogonal and Fourier
decompositions [43, 97, 103], and then use those decompositions to find the vortices.
All of these techniques are complex, and they have varying levels of success at cor-
rectly identifying vortices. We may find that the computational costs of these algorithms
or the noise that they introduce into the observations is not acceptable. An alternate
approach that is viable for some of the assimilation algorithms described in the previous
section is to develop an observation operator H that maps from our model state space
to the observation space. Since we are working with velocity field observations and our
model state variables are vortex positions and strengths, this operator would need to
compute the model’s prediction of the velocity field induced by the modelled vortices.
This is a simple calculation that can be perfomed using the Biot-Savart equations in
Section 2.1. In our future work, we will analyze and compare the effectiveness of this
approach to that of data pre-processing in terms of computational costs and accuracy.
By examining data assimilation in the laboratory, we can ensure that any techniques
that we develop have practical application to real-world problems. In addition, we will
be able to control all aspects of the assimilation cycle, including gathering and processing
the data, numerical modelling, and the assimilation algorithm. We can also modify some
of the flow properties by changing the experimental setup. This controlled environment
will enable us to perform a very thorough study of the dynamics of the data assimilation
process. Our hope is that the results of this exploration can be used to develop intelligent
assimilation strategies that utilize dynamical information in addition to or in place of
statistics.
3 Methods
The specific aim of the research presented in this paper is to investigate data assimila-
tion into a point-vortex model and develop new strategies that identify the times and
locations where a correction will have a significant positive impact on simulation accu-
racy. Our ultimate goal is to apply our technique to a real-world fluid flow: a laboratory
air jet that is described in the following paragraph. While this is a much simpler flow
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that those that geophysicists work with, it calls many of the important questions—noise,
computational cost, etc.—that are ignored by all of the existing assimilation work on
reduced-order models. The laboratory setting also distinguishes this work from the bulk
of the data assimilation literature: it lets us effectively isolate, explore, and understand
the associated research issues in a fashion that is simply not possible when one is work-
ing with a system that is as complex and hard to observe—let alone control—as the
weather.
The motivating example for this work, and the testbed for the stages that will follow
this paper, is a planar air jet [100]. Using piezoelectric actuators at the base of the
jet [115], we can force the flow to assume one of its two unstable modes. A picture of
the jet in its antisymmetric mode is displayed in Figure 2(a). Vortices are well-defined
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) A planar air jet. Re ≈ 70. Synthetic jet actuator on one side at 1.94
KHz, modulated at 10 Hz. Vortices are clearly visible in this photograph of the jet.
Our goal is to track these coherent structures with a point-vortex model, corrected with
experimental data to maintain accuracy. (b) is a sample of the raw velocity field data
obtained from a particle image velocimetry (PIV) system.
in both the symmetric and antisymmetric modes, which makes the forced jet a good
candidate for point-vortex modelling. We also have a mechanism for gathering velocity
data from this flow—particle image velocimetry (PIV) [105]. A PIV system works as
follows: (1) aerosol particles injected into the fluid are illuminated by a laser light
sheet, (2) a camera situated perpendicular to the light sheet takes two photographs of
the flow in quick succession, and (3) the photographs are cross-correlated to determine
displacements of the aerosol particles, which can be used to infer the velocity at each
particle position. Figure 2(b) shows a sample velocity field obtained via PIV. Our
ultimate goal is to use this laboratory setup to investigate some of the traditional data
assimilation methods described in Section 2.2 and compare them with our dynamics-
informed correction approach.
As a first step toward this goal, we have devised several numerical simulations that
comprise a meaningful test of our approach. The basic idea is common in the numerical
computing community: use a fine-grained simulation as an ansatz for the “true” behavior
of the system. In our case, this amounts to using a high-resolution simulation to correct
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a coarser one. This effectively isolates the data-assimilation research questions from the
complications of real data and provides a controlled scenario in which to gain experience
with these techniques.
To make the ansatz as good as possible, we chose initial conditions for our model
that resemble those observed in the laboratory. Figure 3 displays two model vortex
configurations that mimic the symmetric and antisymmetric modes of the jet. We used
these configurations as initial conditions for the simulations described in this section.
The vortex configuration displayed in Figure 3(a) is derived from the well-known von
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Vortex configurations. Initial conditions in (a) are derived from the stability
condition for a von Karman vortex street. Vortices are spaced 1 unit apart in the x-
direction and a/b = 1/0.281 units apart in the y-direction. A similar vertical spacing of
3.6 units and horizontal spacing of 1 unit was used to obtain the symmetric configuration
displayed in (b). In both cases, the vortices in the left column have strength -1 (counter-
clockwise rotation), and those in the right column have strength 1 (clockwise rotation).
Karman vortex street. Von Karman proved [75] that two infinitely long parallel rows of
vortices will remain stable if two conditions are satisfied: (1) the strength of each vortex
is identical, with vortices in the left column having opposite vorticity from those in the
right column and (2) the spacing between vortices satisfies a/b = 0.281 , where a and
b are labelled in Figure 3(a). Clearly, in our numerical experiments, we cannot use an
infinitely long vortex street; but, even with a finite number of vortices, this arrangment
will result in relatively stable dynamics. In contrast, the symmetric pattern displayed
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in Figure 3(b) is highly unstable. Thus, these two vortex configurations provide two
very different contexts—both of which are physically realistic—in which to study data
assimilation methodologies.
Starting from these initial conditions, we first ran a high-resolution point-vortex
model simulation to represent the “truth.” This simulation—a solution of the point-
vortex equations (1) with a small solver timestep—provides a relatively accurate picture
of the dynamical evolution of the system, so it makes sense to use it as a stand-in for
the experimental data. We then ran a similar simulation, but with a much larger time
step—one large enough to cause the solution to diverge from the true value. This is a
useful ansatz for what happens when a simulation diverges from reality, as floating-point
error and physical noise have many of the same effects. The images in Figures 4 and 5
display snapshots of the dynamical evolution of each system.3
Each simulation was a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration of the Biot-Savart equa-
tions from Section 2.1, starting from one of the initial conditions described in the pre-
vious paragraph. To produce the “truth” simulation, we ran the numerical integration
with a very small timestep, chosen using a convergence test—i.e., starting with a fairly
large timestep, say 1s, and decreasing it until the differences between each successive
simulation were minimal. A timestep of 0.005s was selected for the the symmetric intial
conditions, and a timestep of 0.1s was used for the von Karman experiments. Figures 4
and 5 display snapshots of the respective truth simulations for these experiments. The
timesteps for the larger-timestep “model” simulations were chosen based on the result-
ing mean-squared error (MSE) between the model and truth simulation. We chose a
timestep of 1s for the symmetric experiments, which resulted in a MSE difference of
61.7 length units. This value is roughly comparable to distance that the vortices travel
in the y-direction over the course of the 200s simulations depicted in Figure 7. Thus,
on average, each vortex has an error equal to the square root of the total distance trav-
elled. This choice is fairly arbitrary, but we have found that the errors introduced are
significant enough to permit a useful exploration of the data assimilation process. The
simulation length and large timestep for the von Karman experiments were chosen to
produce a similar value for the MSE between the truth and model simulation. A sim-
ulation length of 5400s and a timestep of 50s results in an MSE of 61.8 between the
simulations depicted in Figures 6(a) and (b).
The final step in the evaluation of our data-assimilation strategies was to use the
“truth” simulation to correct the “model” one. Eventually, of course, we will be working
with real data as the “truth” and a higher-resolution model of the planar air jet as
our “model.” We first attempted a direct, continuous assimilation approach, simply
replacing the simulated variables in the “model” run with the “true” values at various
intervals. This is the standard “periodic correction” approach used in most of the
data assimilation research reviewed in Section 2.2. With this strategy, the appropriate
correction interval must be chosen in advance, keeping in mind that more corrections
will most likely result in a more-accurate simulation. We apply this technique to our
numerical experiments as follows. The simulation displayed in Figure 7(b) is 200 seconds
3Note that Figure 5 displays a much shorter simulation.
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Figure 4: Results of a 5400s simulation with a 0.1s timestep starting from the von
Karman initial condition. Figure 3(a) is a closeup of the square region in the lower right
corner of the (0s) image above. Images display instantaneous positions of the vortices
at the times indicated below the figures.
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Figure 5: Results of a 200s simulation with a 0.005s timestep starting from the symmetric
initial condition. Figure 3(b) is a closeup of the square region in the (0s) image above.
Images display instantaneous positions of the vortices at the times indicated below each
figure. Note that this is a much shorter simulation than in Figure 4, as this configuration
is far more unstable. 19
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6: Full trajectories of (a) “truth” and (b) “model” simulations starting from the
initial conditions in Figure 3(a). (a) is a 5400s simulation with a 0.1s timestep and (b)
is a 5400s simulation with a 50s timestep. In our numerical experiments, we use the
more-accurate trajectories from (a) to correct the vortices in (b). It is difficult to see
the differences between the vortex trajectories in (a) and (b) due to the large scale of
the plots. In (c) and (d), we provide closeups of the lower and upper pairs of vortices,
respectively. Here, the solid paths are taken from the “truth” simulation in (a) and the
black + + ++ paths are the corresponding trajectories from (b). These plots show the
subtle differences between these two simulations.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Full trajectories of (a) “truth” and (b) “model” simulations starting from initial
conditions in Figure 3(b). Note that these plots are not to scale; we have zoomed in on
the x-range to make it easier to see the interesting dynamics. (a) is a 200s simulation
with a 0.005s timestep and (b) is a 200s simulation with a 1s timestep. In our numerical
experiments, we use the more-accurate trajectories from (a) to correct the vortices in
(b).
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in length with a 1 second timestep, so we can examine correction intervals ranging from
1 second to 200 seconds. A simulation that is corrected at every timestep (every 1s) will
be identical to the reference simulation displayed in Figure 7(a), whereas a simulation
corrected every 25 seconds will only be corrected 8 times over the course of the 200 second
model run. Similarly, for the von Karman type simulation displayed in Figure 6(b), we
can select any correction interval that is a multiple of the 50 second timestep. We use
this standard periodic correction approach as a baseline against which to compare other
techniques that use more-sophisticated correction timing.
(a) (b)
Figure 8: Assimilating data into the point-vortex model: The numerical results of Fig-
ure 7(b) are used to correct the vortices in the simulation of Figure 7(c). The solid
line and the + + + + + path are the true and corrected trajectories, respectively; the
data-assimilation scheme corrects the latter to the former at the points indicated by the
black squares. (a) displays the results when no correction is applied to the + + + + +
path and (b) displays the results of periodically correcting the “model” simulation at
25s intervals. The mean-squared error was 61.7 units in (a) and 1.12 units in (b).
One such technique is motivated by observing the dynamical state of the system
when errors are typically introduced into a simulation. Solver algorithms are based on
interpolations and extrapolations, and they make mistakes in regions where the system
derivative varies rapidly. A small numerical error in the calculation of a vortex position
will be amplified if the landscape of the surrounding velocity field is “steep”. Figure 8(b)
shows an example of this phenomenon. This image displays the “true” trajectory as a
solid line and the trajectory from the coarser time step simulation as a series of +
symbols. The latter is corrected to the former at the locations indicated by the black
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squares. In the middle section of (b), shown magnified in (c), notice how the model loses
track of the true dynamics in a region where the forces acting on the vortex are rapidly
changing, as evidenced by its abrupt change in direction. An algorithm that chooses to
apply the correction in this sensitive location could produce a simulation that tracks the
“true” dynamics much more faithfully.
3.1 Dynamics-Informed Data Assimilation
These observations led us to propose a new scheme for timing vortex corrections, termed
dynamics-informed assimilation, that is based on tracking the spatial velocity gradients
of the vortices. At each timestep, we compute the components of the Jacobian of the
velocity field at the location of each vortex using divided differences—that is,
J =

 ∂u∂x ∂u∂y
∂v
∂x
∂v
∂y

 ,
where u and v are the velocities in the x and y directions, respectively. The divided-
difference method calculates du
dx
as follows:
du
dx
=
u(x+ h)− u(x− h)
2h
,
where we have chosen h = 0.00001. The other components of the Jacobian are computed
similarly. The L1 norm is then used to measure the size of these gradients. Recall that
the L1 norm calculates the maximum row sum of a matrix, i.e.
||J || = max
{∣∣∣∣∣dudx
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣dudy
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣∣dvdx
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣dvdy
∣∣∣∣∣
}
The idea behind dynamics-informed data assimilation is to correct the vortices only
when ||J || is high. So, we had to develop a method to determine what values should
be considered “high”. Our first approach was to run the simulation twice: on the first
run, we recorded the range of ||J || for each vortex. We then ran the experiment again,
correcting the model when ||J || was in the top, say 20%, of its range for any given vortex.
This method worked fairly well, but required a precomputation of ||J ||. This is not viable
in real simulations, so we developed an on-line method that tracks ||J || and corrects
the model when its increase from one timestep to the next, denoted ∆||J || exceeds a
certain threshold percentage which we call J+. This criterion is applied separately to
the Jacobian of each vortex. So, at each timestep, any number of the vortices can be
in “dangerous regions” where ∆||J || > J+. We have tried correcting only the identified
vortices as well as correcting all vortices when the Jacobian for any vortex exceeds the
threshold. We found that correcting all of the vortices, not surprisingly, resulted in
more-accurate simulations, so that is the strategy used in the experiments presented in
Section 4.
Note that the value chosen for J+ determines how many corrections are applied to
the simulation. A larger value of J+ corresponds to a larger increase in the norm of the
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Jacobian, which occurs less often. We can thus effectively compare the performance of
our dynamics-informed method to that of periodic correction by evaluating the success
of each method when the same number of corrections is performed.
3.2 Error Metrics
When evaluating data assimilation methods, there are various metrics for success. Per-
haps the two most important are the accuracy of the simulation and the computational
cost of the algorithms. In order to measure the accuracy of the simulation, we considered
three different error metrics. The simplest approach was to compute the mean-squared
error between the reference simulation and the data assimilation model run. That is, we
computed the square of the distance between the “true” simulation and the corrected
one for each vortex at each timestep, summed the results, and divided by the length of
the simulation and the number of vortices. This mean-squared-error measure captures
our visual interpretation of the accuracy of the simulation in Figure 8: our eyes register
the accrued differences between the + + ++ path and the solid line. A second method
that we evaluated measures how often the simulated vortex positions are close to their
respective reference positions—that is, how often the simulated position is within an
-disc around its “true” location. To compute this, we simply summed the number of
timesteps in which the vortices satisfied this criterion and normalized this count over
simulation length and number of vortices. For simulations in which some small amount
of error is acceptable, the user may wish to know how often the model is within the de-
sired distance from the truth, and this metric captures that information. A third error
metric measures how long the correction keeps the vortex “on-track.” For each vortex, we
counted how long the simulated vortex position remains within an -disc around the as-
sociated “true” vortex position after each correction. This measure was also normalized
over the number of vortices and the number of corrections applied during the simulation.
Note that this is different from the previous metric in that it specifically measures how
long after a correction the simulation remains within an acceptable error tolerance. This
provides some information about the sensitivity of the dynamical system. If the simu-
lation is quickly going astray after each correction, the underlying dynamics are clearly
very sensitive to small numerical errors. Note that the second and third error metrics
require a choice of , which may be fairly arbitrary and/or application-specific. Thus,
we will primarily use the mean-squared-error metric to compare the accuracy achieved
by various data assimilation methods.
When considering the computational cost of a data assimilation technique, there are
several factors to take into account, including the speed of the model, the difficulty in
gathering the observations, and the complexity of the assimilation algorithm. If the ob-
servations can be gathered easily, it may make sense to compare techniques based on the
complexity of the assimilation algorithm itself. If, on the other hand, the cost of gath-
ering and assimilating the observations is prohibitive, then the number of corrections
performed is a good measure of the computational expense of the correction methodol-
ogy. This is the case for data assimilation in the context of a point-vortex model: the
computational complexity of the model itself is low, and processing the velocity field
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observations to extract vortices is relatively expensive, as discussed on page 13. As a
result, in devising our dynamics-informed approach, we chose to increase the computa-
tional complexity of the model (by tracking velocity gradients) in favor of limiting the
number of corrections performed. Since we are working in a context in which gather-
ing, processing, and assimilating observations is very costly, we have chosen to use the
number of corrections as an appropriate measure of the computational cost.
3.3 Evaluation and Comparison of Assimilation Methods
To investigate the performance of a given data assimilation technique, we conducted an
ensemble of experiments with the data sets depicted in Figures 4 and 5. Each simulation
was evaluated using the mean-squared error (MSE) metric described in Section 3.2. By
plotting the MSE results as a function of the number of corrections performed, we were
able to quickly investigate the accuracy of the assimilation technique as a function of its
computational cost. This also provided a simple mechanism to compare the performance
of two different methods, such as periodic vs. dynamics-informed correction.
When evaluating the periodic correction approach, we investigated all possible cor-
rection intervals for our test systems. These correction intervals were determined by
the simulation length and time step. For the von Karman configuration, the simulation
length was 5400s with a time step of 50s, so we investigated assimilation intervals of
50s, 100s, 150s, . . . , 5450s. Note that the 50s correction period results in 0 MSE, while
the 5450s period results in an uncorrected simulation and provides a baseline error mea-
sure. For the symmetric experiments, the simulation length was 200s and the time step
was 1s, permitting periodic correction intervals of 1s, 2s, 3s, . . .201s. Here again, the
201s period provides the MSE for an uncorrected simulation.
For the dynamics-informed approach, we ran simulations with a wide range of Jaco-
bian threshold percentages, J+. By recording the number of corrections performed for
each value of J+, we obtained MSE as a function of the number of corrections. This al-
lowed us to effectively compare dynamics-informed correction to periodic correction. For
the von Karman experiments, we varied J+ from from 0.5% to 300% in 0.5% increments.
In the symmetric case, the threshold percentage was varied from 0.5% to 200% in 0.5%
increments. In both cases, the upper threshold percentage was chosen high enough that
only a single correction was performed. In other words, ∆||J || > 300% was satisfied on
only one timestep in the von Karman experiments and ∆||J || > 200% was satisfied on
only one timestep in the symmetric experiments.
3.4 Newtonian Nudging
All of the experiments described thus far in Section 3 have used a simple direct re-
placement approach to correcting the point-vortex model. We also evaluated dynamics-
informed data assimilation using a Newtonian nudging correction algorithm. Implement-
ing Newtonian nudging in our numerical experiments was straightforward, since our ob-
servations were an exact match to the state variables in our model. On each correction
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cycle, we simply measured the difference between each model variable and its associated
observation. We then added some percentage of that difference to the model variable,
moving it toward the observation. In Section 4.3, we compare dynamics-informed and
periodic correction schemes when the model is nudged 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the
distance to the observations at each correction time.
3.5 Experiments to Anticipate the Challenges of Real Data
Clearly, there are many additional challenges that will arise when we use real data in the
assimilation. The velocity field data available from the PIV system is not an exact match
to the state variables in the model, so the data may need to be preprocessed to extract
vortex positions4. This is a very challenging task, as described in Section 2.3, and the
extraction process could miss vortices in the data or incorrectly identify spurious vortices.
Another issue is that many of the assumptions of the point-vortex model are not valid
for a physical flow, notably the 2D assumption. We will thus need to develop strategies
to deal with 3D effects, e.g., vortices that have non-normal components of vorticity.
Vortices present in the flow that are outside the data capture window of the PIV system
are another important issue. Though they may not be represented in our model, they
will still impact the dynamics of the other modelled vortices. The result of some of these
issues is that the number of model vortices may not match the number present in the
experiment, and we will need to develop techniques for detecting and handling these
situations. In anticipation of some of these issues, we have conducted some numerical
experiments in which we only correct a subset of the vortices in the simulation. Let s be
the number of vortices corrected in a given simulation. On each time step, we randomly
selected a subset of s vortices to correct. We evaluated the results for all possible values
of s—i.e., 1, 2, . . . , 9 out of the 10 vortices. For each case, we performed the analysis
described in Section 3.3 to examine and compare the performance of dynamics-informed
and periodic correction; the results appear in Section 4.5.
Another complication in using real data is observational error. This can have very
detrimental effects on any data assimilation scheme, and the performance of any new
method must be evaluated with this in mind. In Section 5, we discuss plans for a
more-thorough investigation of the effects of observational noise on dynamics-informed
assimilation. As a first step in this analysis, we performed some numerical experiments
in which we added Gaussian noise to the assimilated observations. On each time step in
a particular experiment, we added zero-mean noise with a specified standard deviation to
the x and y coordinate of each observation. For each of our test data sets, we conducted
experiments in which the standard deviation was 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 5. We again compared
dynamics-informed and periodic correction in this context, using the technique from
Section 3.3.
In evaluating the results in the next section, recall that the ultimate goal of this re-
search is to extend dynamics-informed correction techniques to real-world applications.
4Recall that, with some data assimilation algorithms, we can alternately use an observation operator
to map the model variables (vortex positions) into the observation state space (gridded velocity data)
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Since we have chosen numerical experiments that both incorporate the noise charac-
teristics of physical data and mimic the modelling errors we expect to encounter, it
is reasonable to believe that many of these results will apply in the laboratory con-
text. However, there will clearly be additional challenges that arise, as described in the
following sections.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Dynamics-Informed Assimilation
Much data assimilation research is devoted to improving the algorithms used to as-
similate the observations. It is perhaps equally important to examine how much new
information is provided by the observations that are assimilated. When the model is
highly accurate, the information content in the observations is fairly low—i.e., the as-
similated observations do not impart a significant change to our prior knowledge of the
system. In contrast, when the model is failing to track the true dynamics, the obser-
vations can drastically improve the simulation. If we can detect when the model is
diverging from reality, we can intelligently select when to correct it. This is a difficult
task, as we do not know the true state of the system in practical data assimilation appli-
cations. Fortunately, we do know that solvers typically make mistakes in regions where
velocity gradients are large. This is the motivation for dynamics-informed data assim-
ilation, which was described in detail in Section 3.1. We track the velocity gradients
at each vortex position, correcting only when the norm of the Jacobian increases by a
certain percentage over its value on the previous time step. By correcting the model
only when this norm is large, we can target regions where correction is most beneficial,
saving the computational cost of gathering and processing observations when they are
not required.
This is a break from the traditional approach to data assimliation, in which the model
is corrected with observations at periodic intervals. Periodic correction does not consider
the dynamical state of the sytem and makes no attempt to discern whether or not the
model actually needs a correction. The result is that corrections are often applied
when the model is performing well and are skipped when they are most needed. An
example of this was seen in Figure 8; part (a) of that figure is reproduced in Figure 9(a)
for ease of comparison against dynamics-informed data assimilation. Recall that we
are using a simulation with a very fine integration timestep as the reference or “true”
simulation. The solid path in Figure 9(a) displays the full trajectory of one vortex in
this simulation. We then use observations from the reference simulation to correct a
coarser timestep simulation (represented by the ++ ++ path in the figure). As before,
the corrections occur at the locations indicated by the black squares. Notice that toward
the beginning of the periodically corrected simulation, the vortex is moving quite slowly,
as indicated by the small distance between +s. The trajectory is also fairly smooth,
indicating that the vortex does not encounter large velocity gradients in this region. We
also see that the model trajectory does not diverge, at first, from the “true” simulation,
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so the first two corrections that are applied provide very little information and waste
computational resources. The middle section of the image in Figure 9(a), where the
model goes astray, is also interesting. After this split occurs, the observation that
restores the ++++ path to its “true” value is information-rich. However, the simulation
has incurred a significant error by the time this observation is assimilated. Avoiding
these two undesirable scenarios is exactly what dynamics-informed data assimilation
was designed to accomplish. If we could detect the divergence point indicated by the
circle in the image and apply the correction there, we could greatly improve the accuracy
of the simulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Dynamics-informed assimilation: These images show the same vortex (a)
corrected periodically at 25s intervals and (b) corrected only when the norm of the
Jacobian increases by 92 percent between timesteps. Notice that the second correction
in (b) is applied at precisely the location where (a) goes “off track”, resulting in a much
more accurate simulation. The mean-squared error was 1.12 in (a) and 0.0491 in (b).
Figure 9(b) shows the results of dynamics-informed correction using the same datasets.
In this image, we can clearly see that our approach is working as designed. In the slowly
varying region toward the beginning of the simulation, the model is doing quite well and
so our strategy applies no corrections. Looking at the circled area where the periodic
case incurs the biggest error is also encouraging. We can see that the velocity gradients
are quite large at this point, where the vortex is changing directions. Dynamics-informed
correction detects this and applies a timely correction to keep the vortex from going off-
track. It may initially be confusing to observe that there are also some regions in the
figure where it appears that the model is doing quite well, but a correction is still applied.
In these low-gradient areas where the trajectory is fairly smooth, one would expect our
approach to forego the assimilation. However, these corrections can be understood by
recalling our strategy of correcting all vortices whenever the velocity gradients at any
vortex are increasing. Corrections in regions where the trajectory appears smooth are
generally due to high gradients in the vicinity of a different vortex.
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The two simulations in Figures 9(a) and (b) have the same computational cost, mea-
sured in terms of the number of corrections applied. Recall that we can tailor the number
of corrections performed by the dynamics-informed approach by tweaking the threshold
percentage in the algorithm (the percentage increase in the norm of the Jacobian that
warrants correction). Choosing a larger value for this percentage results in fewer cor-
rections, while a smaller value results in more-frequent correction. For Figure 9(b), we
have chosen a value that results in the same number of corrections as in the periodic
case. Thus, we can compare the accuracy achieved by the two simulations for the same
computational cost of correction. The MSE for the periodic correction approach was
1.12, while the MSE for the dynamics-informed simulation was 0.0491. This is a 23-fold
improvement in accuracy!
These results may not be entirely convincing, since we are showing only a single vor-
tex from a specific simulation. To broaden our explorations, we have performed an en-
semble of experiments using the data sets from Figures 4 and 5, and the conclusion is the
same: for the same number of corrections, dynamics-informed data assimilation generally
results in much more accurate simulations than periodic correction. Figure 10 displays
the results for the von Karman vortex configuration; here, we are plotting the log of the
MSE for each experiment against the number of corrections applied. Recall from Sec-
tion 3.3 that we investigated periodic correction intervals of 50s, 100s, 150s, . . . , 5450s.
Choosing a 50s correction interval performs a correction every time step, which will
result in 0 MSE, while correcting every 5450s is the same as not correcting the simula-
tion at all. The top curve in Figure 10 displays the results of these periodic correction
experiments. To create the bottom curve, we ran the dynamics-informed algorithm with
Jacobian threshold percentages ranging from 0.5% to 300%; the resulting number of
corrections in these simulations ranged from 1 to 13.
This figure brings out several interesting features of the data assimilation process
and provides some interesting information about the von Karman vortex configuration
in particular. For both periodic and dynamics-informed correction, the MSE decreases as
the number of corrections increases. This matches our intuition about data assimilation,
especially in this context, where the observations are perfect (i.e., noise-free). When the
error in the observations is significant, we may find that correcting more frequently is
not always better. Other useful information can also be gleaned from the dynamics-
informed curve. Note that the maximum number of corrections applied is 13, which
occurs when the Jacobian threshold percentage is 0.5%. This means that the Jacobian
of the velocity gradients increased by at least 0.5% for only 13 of the 108 time steps
in this simulation. We can conclude that the velocity gradients in the von Karman
experiment are very slowly varying. This is not entirely surprising, since the von Karman
initial conditions were based on the stability criteria for a von Karman vortex street
(with any instability resulting from the finite length of the street in our experiments).
Also, the surprisingly low5 MSE of 10−11 that results when these 13 corrections are
applied strategically supports our contention that dynamics-informed assimilation is
an improvement over existing strategies. In general, over all of the experiments, the
5The smallest double-precision value representable on the machine on which these experiments were
performed was about 10−19, so the MSE values in the figures are within the range of precision
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Figure 10: Comparison of dynamics-informed and periodic assimilation using the initial
conditions in Figure 3(a). Each point in this figure represents a single simulation; the
MSE is plotted as a function of the number of corrections. The upper curve displays the
MSE results for an ensemble of periodic correction experiments; the lower curve displays
the results when using dynamics-informed correction.
differences in errors between the dynamics-informed and periodic simulations is quite
dramatic. This encouraging result gives us confidence that this technique can also be
applied successfully in real simulations with experimental data.
It is interesting to compare the von Karman results to those achieved with the sym-
metric vortex data sets from Figure 5. The MSE for each of the periodic correction
experiments is plotted in the upper curve in Figure 11(a). Recall that the correction
intervals for these experiments ranged from 1s to 201s, with the 1s correction interval
resulting in 0 MSE and the 201s correction interval (uncorrected simulation) generat-
ing the largest error. For dynamics-informed correction, the threshold percentage was
varied from 0.5% to 200%; these results are plotted in the lower curve in the figure.
Here again, we see the trend that correcting more frequently results in a more-accurate
simulation. However, the decrease in the MSE for dynamics-informed assimilation does
not occur as rapidly as in the von Karman simulations. In spite of this, dynamics-
informed assimilation outperforms periodic assimilation by a factor of 10 to 100 in most
of the experiments. There are a few cases, for low numbers of corrections, where peri-
odic correction does better; these can be seen more clearly in Figure 11(b), where we
have zoomed in on MSE results for 0 to 25 corrections. Correction counts for which
dynamics-informed correction does not clearly outperform periodic correction are 1, 4,
and 14. In our future work, we will analyze these cases more closely to determine the
reason for this.
The chart in Figure 11(b) also reveals some further interesting differences between
the symmetric and von Karman experiments. Note that there are often several different
MSE values that can result for a small number of corrections. For example, for a
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11: Comparison of dynamics-informed and periodic assimilation using the initial
conditions in Figure 3(b). Each point in this figure represents a single simulation; the
MSE is plotted as a function of the number of corrections. The upper curve displays the
MSE results for an ensemble of periodic correction experiments; the lower curve displays
the results when using dynamics-informed correction. Part (b) of the figure zooms in
on the leftmost region of (a), so results for smaller numbers of corrections can be seen
more clearly. 31
200s simulation, there are ten different periodic correction intervals that result in 4
corrections—namely, 41s, 42s, . . . , 50s. Although each of these experiments involves the
same number of corrections, the resulting MSE values are quite different, ranging from
roughly 10−1 to 101. We saw some similar variability in the von Karman experiments, but
the MSE values were much more tightly clustered for a given number of corrections. This
shows that the arbitrary choice of a periodic correction interval can have a serious impact
on the simulation accuracy, especially in dynamically sensitive flows. Note that the
dynamics-informed approach does require a choice of the Jacobian threshold percentage,
but this can be performed less arbitrarily, as described in the next section.
4.2 Choosing a Correction Threshold
In the implementation of dynamics-informed correction, there is a parameter that must
be chosen intelligently: the threshold percentage J+ by which the norm of the Jacobian
must increase from one time step to another in order to warrant a correction. In our
future work, we will investigate several strategies for choosing J+. One possibility is an
adaptive mechanism that works as follows:
1. Start with an arbitrary choice of J+, possibly based on domain knowledge. For
example, based on the results and discussion in the previous section, we would
choose a larger J+ value for the unstable symmetric simulation than the more-
stable von Karman one.
2. Between corrections n and n + 1, keep track of the Jacobian norms computed on
each time step.
(a) If the model is significantly off-track when correction n + 1 is applied, the
threshold percentage may need to be decreased. We can then look at the
Jacobian history recorded between n and n + 1 to determine what value of
J+ would have captured some of the norm increases that occurred in that
time interval.
(b) If, on the other hand, the model is fairly accurate for several correction cycles,
the value of J+ may need to be increased. We can increase it by an amout
that would have prevented the last few (seemingly unneeded) corrections.
As an example, suppose we choose J+ = 10%. Between corrections n and n + 1, we
observe that there are two time steps during which the norm of the Jacobian increased
by 8%. When we apply correction n+1, if we find that the model has drifted significantly
from the observations, we may choose to decrease J+ to 8%. This is based on the idea
that capturing the top few dynamically sensitive correction times in the previous interval
may have prevented the model drift that we observed.
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4.3 Newtonian Nudging
In the experiments described in Section 4.1, we used direct state-variable replacement
to correct the point-vortex model. As discussed in Section 2.2, much more sophisticated
algorithms are typically used by the meteorological and oceanographic communities.
These methods attempt to account for the different error characteristics of the model
and the observations, pushing the model closer to the observations when they are deemed
to be the more-accurate source of information. Newtonian nudging, a common technique
in control theory, is a very simplistic approach to this problem that nudges the model
a fraction of the distance toward the observations on each correction cycle. We will
call this fraction the “nudge factor”; it will be expressed here as the percentage of the
distance that the model is nudged toward the observations. One would expect that
for observations with small uncertainty, a larger nudge factor is appropriate than for
observations with larger uncertainty. In perfect-model experiments, for instance, in
which the true state is known exactly and the observations are noise-free, we would
expect that complete state-variable replacement—i.e., a nudge factor of 100%—would
be the best approach.
Parts (a) and (b) of Figures 12 and 13 allow us to evaluate this conjecture using the
von Karman and symmetric data sets that we have been working with. Each curve in the
plots in (a) displays the MSE results for an ensemble of periodic correction experiments
performed with a specific nudge factor. Part (b) displays a similar comparison for
the dynamics-informed approach. We can thus compare the accuracy of simulations
performed with a nudge factor of 100% to those performed with a nudge factor of, say,
40%. In these plots, the general trend matches our expectations: mean-squared errors
typically decrease as the nudge factor is increased. However, in the symmetric case in
Figure 13, there are some simulations for which this does not occur. Especially for some
of the lower correction counts, we see that smaller nudge factors occasionally outperform
larger ones. The curves in the symmetric plots are also much more jagged, which again
highlights the sensitive dynamics in these experiments. These are interesting results
that warrant further investigation.
It is also worthwhile to compare dynamics-informed correction to periodic correc-
tion when Newtonian nudging is used as the assimilation algorithm. We performed this
comparison for nudge factors of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%, with the analysis for each
case performed as described in Section 3.3. Figures 12(c)-(f) display the results of the
von Karman comparisons. Each plot compares the performance of dynamics-informed
and periodic correction when both techniques employ Newtonian nudging with the same
nudge factor. Here, we see some of the same trends that were observed in Section 4.1.
Namely, dynamics-informed data assimilation significantly outperforms periodic correc-
tion for the majority of the experiments conducted. This is an encouraging result that
leads us to believe that dynamics-informed assimilation will be successful no matter
what correction algorithm we choose to employ.
We performed similar comparisons for the symmetric data sets, and the results are
displayed in Figure 13(c)-(f). The differences between dynamics-informed and periodic
correction, especially for small nudge factors, is again much less pronounced than in the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 12: Newtonian nudging using the initial conditions in Figure 3(a). MSE results
are compared for different nudge factors (a) when the correction timing is periodic
and (b) when dynamics-informed assimilation is used. (c)-(f) compare MSE results for
periodic and dynamics-informed correction experiments performed with a nudge factor
of (c) 20% (d) 40% (e) 60% and (f) 80%. Note that the plots are not displayed with the
same scale.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 13: Newtonian nudging using the initial conditions in Figure 3(b). MSE results
are compared for different nudge factors (a) when the correction timing is periodic
and (b) when dynamics-informed assimilation is used. (c)-(f) compare MSE results for
periodic and dynamics-informed correction experiments with a nudge factor of (c) 20%
(d) 40% (e) 60% and (f) 80%. Note that the plots are not displayed with the same scale.
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von Karman experiments. In plot (c), both seem to perform equally well, especially for
correction counts less than 100. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the small nudge of
20% toward the observations is not sufficient to get the vortices out of the “dangerous
regions” that dynamics-informed correction was designed to identify. This conjecture
is corroborated by the fact that the performance of the dynamics-informed approach
improves as the nudge factor is increased. When the nudge factor is 40%, shown in plot
(d), the dynamics-informed strategy is a clear winner for almost all experiments involving
correction counts over 50. In plots (e) and (f), it starts to dominate earlier for correction
counts as low as about 25. This analysis seems to suggest that, for dynamically sensitive
flows, it is important to have quality observations that warrant nudging the model more
strongly in their direction. This has important implications for the vortex extraction
step of this project, described in Section 2.3.
There are also some peculiar dynamics depicted in Figure 13 that will be interesting
to investigate further. In (a), we see that most of the periodic correction curves have a
“hat” shape—a sharp increase in the MSE followed by a sharp decrease—that occurs at
around 50 corrections. Notice also that in the periodic curves, the MSE value for 200
corrections represents a simulation that is nudged on every time step. At first, one might
think that this is the best performance that could be obtained for a given nudge factor.
However, these plots show that this is not the case. There are several cases in plots
(c), (d), and (e) where the dynamics-informed method achieves better accuracy. We do
not see this behavior in plot (f), where the dynamics-informed curve makes a smooth
approach to the MSE for 200 corrections. It will be informative to compare these cases
and try to understand what dynamical situations cause—for example, the “U” shape in
(d) that occurs around 100-150 corrections or the jump in the dynamics-informed curve
in (e) that occurs around 100 corrections. Researching these cases will likely provide
some insight into other dynamics that can indicate when and/or how to correct the
model.
4.4 Observational Noise
All of the numerical experiments described thus far in this paper were performed without
adding any noise to the simulated observations. This is a useful first test, but observa-
tions gathered from any real-world experiment will obviously be contaminated with noise
and our correction strategy must accomodate this challenge. To explore this issue, we
performed several numerical experiments in which Gaussian-distributed random noise
was added to the observations on each assimilation cycle. Figures 14 and 15 display the
results of adding varying levels of noise to the observations. Part (a) of each of these
figures isolates the periodic correction experiments. Each curve in this image provides
the MSE results for an ensemble of experiments corrected with noisy observations with
a specific standard deviation, σ, for the additive noise. For example, each point in the
curve labelled “Periodic 1” represents a simulation in which zero-mean Gaussian noise
with σ = 1 was added to the x and y coordinates of the assimilated observations. In
15(a), we see the expected trend that noisier observations decrease the accuracy of the
simulation. For very noisy observations (σ = 5), the accuracy of each simulation is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 14: Effects of observational noise: simulations starting from the von Karman
initial conditions from Figure 3(a). Each point in these plots provides the MSE when
a single simulation is corrected with noisy observations. (a) shows the MSE results
for an ensemble of experiments performed with periodic correction; each curve depicts
experiments in which a particular standard deviation was selected for the Gaussian
noise added to the observations. (b) depicts the results for experiments performed using
dynamics-informed correction. (c)-(f) focus on a single curve from each of the plots
in (a) and (b) to compare periodic and dynamics-informed correction when the same
amount of noise is added. The standard deviation of the zero-mean noise added to the
observations was (c) 0.1 (d) 0.5 (e) 1 (f) 5
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 15: Effects of observational noise: simulations starting from the symmetric initial
conditions from Figure 3(b). Each point in these plots provides the MSE when a single
simulation is corrected with noisy observations. (a) shows the MSE results for an ensem-
ble of experiments performed with periodic correction; each curve depicts experiments
in which a particular standard deviation was selected for the Gaussian noise added to
the observations. (b) depicts the results for experiments performed using dynamics-
informed correction. (c)-(f) focus on a single curve from each of the plots in (a) and (b)
to compare periodic and dynamics-informed correction when the same amount of noise
is added. The standard deviation of the zero-mean noise added to the observations was
(c) 0.1 (d) 0.5 (e) 1 (f) 5
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roughly equal to the accuracy of an uncorrected simulation (which has log MSE = 1.8).
However, when less noise is added to the observations (σ = 0.1, 0.5, 1), correcting the
simulation at least a few times improves its accuracy. Interestingly, this is not the case
in the von Karman experiments in Figure 14(a). Here, we see that the assimilation is
only useful if the observational noise is very low (σ = 0.1). These experiments are clearly
more sensitive to noise, and we are in the process of doing more work to understand this
preliminary result.
A surprising and discouraging result of this exploration is that noise seems to almost
completely destroy the benefits of dynamics-informed assimilation. Figures 14(b) and
15(b) display the results of experiments performed using this correction approach for var-
ious noise levels. In 14(b), none of the simulations is more accurate than an uncorrected
simulation! Again, we see that things are a little better for the symmetric experiments
in 15(b), but there is significant variability in the MSE results for these simulations, so
it is difficult to draw any general conclusions. Also, comparing the periodic correction
and dynamics-informed experiments in parts (c)-(f) of these figures shows that periodic
correction almost always outperforms dynamics-informed correction when the observa-
tions are noisy. This is an unexpected result, and it does not bode well for the practical
application of our technique. However, these are very recent results, and we have not
had a chance to fully evaluate them and learn from them. We are confident that these
challenges with noisy observations will provide some insight into ways in which we can
modify our strategy to improve its performance. Alternately, a thorough exploration
of these results may suggest an entirely different approach to timing model corrections.
Further developing our techniques to make them robust in the face of noisy observa-
tions will be the driving force behind our future work, as any practical data assimilation
strategy must handle noise gracefully.
4.5 Correcting Subsets of Vortices
In addition to noisy observations, there are a number of other challenges that will likely
arise when we use our data assimilation techniques to incorporate real experimental
data. Unmodelled dynamics, physical limitations of the PIV data capture system, and
the complexity of the vortex extraction process are all potential sources of uncertainty
in the data assimilation process. One consequence is that we may identify vortices in the
observations that do not correspond to any vortex in the model. Conversely, there may be
a model vortex for which there is no associated observation. In both situations, it is not
clear, a priori, whether to trust the model or the data. Developing intelligent strategies
for handling such scenarios is critical, since correction mistakes could completely destroy
the accuracy of the simulation. Potential solutions to these problems are the subjects of
the following paragraphs.
First, consider the possibility of a vortex that “disappears” from the experimental
observations. This can be a physical occurrence, as vortices can merge to form a single,
stronger vortex or they can break down into weaker vortices and eventually dissipate.
Since the dynamics of such merging and splitting events are not reflected in the simplified
point-vortex model, we will need to actively remove the associated vortices from the
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simulation (and add any new vortices). A different explanation for the disappearance,
though, could be a false negative in the vortex extraction process, which can be difficult
to distinguish from a physical event. We are faced with two choices here: leave the
vortex in the model or remove it. If the vortex has disappeared and we leave it in
the model, we are simulating a spurious vortex. However, removing it in the case of
a false negative removes a “true” vortex from the simulation. Luckily, analysis of the
data, model predictions, and extrapolations from previous observations can be used
to diagnose a physical disappearance. A merging event will be preceded by the close
approach of another vortex and accompanied by the nearby appearance of a stronger
vortex. Similarly, a splitting event will be accompanied by the nearby appearance of
two or more weaker vortices. Adding this reasoning to our algorithm should help us to
determine when to adjust the number of vortices in our model.
We may also find a vortex in the experimental data that is not present in the simu-
lated fluid flow. This can occur if, for example, the vortex extraction procedure produces
a false positive. Another possibility is that the flow evolution has generated a new vor-
tex. We would like to ignore false positives and only add a new vortex to the model if
it actually appears in the experiment. However, there is no way a priori to distinguish
these two scenarios, and mistakenly adding a spurious vortex or ignoring a true vortex
could significantly degrade the model dynamics. One solution to this problem is to wait
until a vortex has been identified over a few observation cycles before introducing it into
the model. Notice that the result of this strategy is that, for the first few cycles after
a new vortex is observed, we will only be correcting a subset of the vortices in the sim-
ulation. Alternatively, we could introduce the vortex into the simulation immediately,
removing it at a later time if it is determined to be spurious.
As a first step toward investigating the effects of some of these issues, we have
performed several experiments in which we corrected only a subset of the vortices in the
model. Figure 16 depicts the results of these experiments for the von Karman initial
conditions from Figure 3(a). We are again plotting the mean-squared error for each
simulation as a function of the number of corrections performed. Each point depicts
the MSE for a single simulation in which we corrected a random subset of vortices on
each timestep. The points labelled “Subset 6” display the MSE results for simulations
in which we randomly chose 6 vortices to correct on each assimilation cycle. The black
line in each plot indicates the MSE when the simulation is not corrected at all, so points
above this line identify simulations in which we are degrading the accuracy of the model
by performing the corrections.
Part (a) of this figure displays the MSE results when periodic correction timing is
used, while part (b) displays the dynamics-informed correction results. In the periodic
case, increasing the number of vortices corrected typically results in a more-accurate
simulation, especially for higher correction counts. However, most of the experiments
performed have a larger MSE than a completely uncorrected simulation! Even when
we correct the simulation at every timestep (108 corrections), correcting only a few
vortices is worse than not correcting at all. The dynamics-informed results in part (b)
show the same unexpected behavior, and are even more difficult to interpret. Here, we
do not see the trend that the MSE decreases as the subset count increases; most of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 16: Correcting subsets of vortices: simulations starting from the von Karman
initial conditions from Figure 3(a). Each point in these plots provides the MSE when
a random subset of vortices is corrected on each timestep in a simulation. (a) shows
the MSE results for an ensemble of experiments performed with periodic correction;
each curve depicts experiments in which a particular number of vortices was selected for
correction. (b) depicts the results for experiments performed using dynamics-informed
correction. (c)-(f) focus on a single curve from each of the plots in (a) and (b) to
compare periodic and dynamics-informed correction when the same number of vortices
are corrected. The number of vortices corrected is (c) 2 (d) 4 (e) 7 (f) 9.
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the points representing experiments in which we correct one to four vortices have MSE
values clustered around 4.5-5. Similarly to the periodic case, correcting six or more of
the ten vortices seems to be key to improving the accuracy of the simulation.
These results seem somewhat counter-intuitive, but can be explained by the dynamics
of the finite-length von Karman vortex configuration. Recall from Figure 6 that the
vortices in these simulations pair up and travel off together. As the pairs become farther
apart, the dynamics of each pair essentially become independent of the other vortices.
The behavior is as expected: pairs of vortices rotating in opposite directions with the
same strength will travel in a straight line. In the subset experiments, where we only
correct a small number of the vortices, it is usually the case that only one vortex in a
pair gets corrected. The result is that the straight-line path being traced out by the
pair changes directions; the pair is then off-track until the next correction that applies to
both members of that pair. This can be seen clearly in Figure 17, which displays the first
950s of the simulation in which two randomly chosen vortices are corrected every 250s.
Notice how the second pair from the top, in particular, incur quite a large error as they
Figure 17: Correcting only a few vortices is disastrous to the von Karman simulations.
The solid line and the +++++ path are the true and corrected trajectories, respectively;
the data-assimilation scheme corrects the latter to the former at the points indicated by
the black squares. Notice how the vortex pair changes directions when only one vortex
in the pair is corrected. The result is that the simulation is much less accurate (MSE
3.87) than a completely uncorrected simulation (MSE 1.79). Note that only the first
950s of the simulation are displayed here and the scale is different from previous figures.
move closer to the third pair. If only one of the vortices in the green pair is corrected
later in the simulation, the results would be disastrous, since the pair dynamics would
be completely disrupted. This problematic scenario occurs for the top pair of vortices.
The first correction applied to a single vortex in this pair moves them farther apart,
causing them to slow down as they change directions. When the second correction is
applied, one of the vortices is shifted significantly to the left, drastically weakening the
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interaction between these two vortices. We can now understand why it is better not to
correct at all than to correct only a few vortices. As the number of vortices corrected
on each timestep increases, the likelihood of correcting the pair together (or one shortly
after the other) improves. Although these results seem to be specific to this data set,
other vortex “flock behaviors” could be affected by the data assimilation scheme. It is
clear that these dynamics must be considered when correcting a point-vortex model.
These problems exist for both periodic and dynamics-informed correction, but are
exacerbated slightly in the dynamics-informed case, since the vortices in high-gradient
regions may not be selected for correction. This could explain why periodic correction
seems to outperform dynamics-informed correction in the comparisons displayed in Fig-
ures 16(c)-(f). Each of these plots compares the MSE results for periodic correction to
those for dynamics-informed correction when the same number of vortices is randomly
selected for correction on each timestep. Notice that, when a large number of vortices is
corrected—as in (e) and (f)—dynamics-informed assimilation becomes significantly more
accurate than periodic correction. This is most likely due to the increasing probability
of correcting the vortices in high gradient regions that are identified by the dynamics-
informed algorithm as well as the increasing probability of correcting both members of
a vortex pair. We will explore this conjecture further in our future work.
It is also interesting to compare the von Karman results to those obtained for the
symmetric experiments. The symmetric subset results are displayed in Figure 18. Part
(a) of the figure displays the errors for all subset experiments conducted with periodic
correction timing, while (b) displays the errors for those conducted with dynamics-
informed correction timing. Note that these results are much more promising than
the von Karman ones—most of the points fall below the black line, which indicates
that correcting even a few vortices is usually better than not correcting the simulation
at all. We believe that this improvement is due to the fact that the vortices remain
closer together in the symmetric simulations, and each vortex experiences forces from
several nearby vortices. When a few of these vortices are shifted, the symmetry of the
configuration is disturbed, but the other vortices compensate for these effects. This is in
contrast to the von Karman case, in which each vortex is affected by (essentially) only
one other vortex. Interestingly, though, it is not the case that correcting more vortices
is always better. For example, when the simulation is corrected at every timestep (200
corrections), correcting seven vortices results in a much lower error than correcting eight.
We will be exploring this further to determine what causes this anomaly.
In the comparisons in Figures 18(c)-(f), we see that the dynamics-informed strategy
usually outperforms periodic correction when more than half of the vortices are corrected.
As explained previously, the dynamics-informed strategy has a disadvantage for smaller
subset sizes: the vortices in high-gradient regions are less likely to be corrected. This
has important implications for the gathering and processing of the experimental data
that will be used to correct the model. In order for dynamics-informed assimilation to
be successful, we must ensure that most of the model vortices can be corrected. In other
words, we cannot tolerate many false negatives in the vortex extraction process, and
the schemes discussed on page 13 may need to be enhanced to prevent this scenario.
Also, we will need to add some intelligence to our model to detect vortex merging and
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 18: Correcting subsets of vortices: simulations starting from the symmetric initial
conditions from Figure 3(b). Each point in these plots provides the MSE when a random
subset of vortices is corrected on each timestep in a simulation. (a) shows the MSE
results for an ensemble of experiments performed with periodic correction; each curve
depicts experiments in which a particular number of vortices was selected for correction.
(b) depicts the results for experiments performed using dynamics-informed correction.
(c)-(f) focus on a single curve from each of the plots in (a) and (b) to compare periodic
and dynamics-informed correction when the same number of vortices are corrected. The
number of vortices corrected is (c) 2 (d) 4 (e) 7 (f) 9.
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dissipation behavior. These steps will help to ensure that we can successfully correct a
large number of the vortices in the simulation.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a new methodology—termed dynamics-informed data assimilation—
for correcting a reduced-order model of a fluid flow. In this method, the correction timing
is dictated by the underlying system dynamics: an assimilation is performed only when
the dynamics indicate that it is needed. In contrast to the standard periodic-correction
approach, our strategy targets dynamically-sensitive regions and avoid correcting the
model when it is performing well. Results from our initial experiments using dynamics-
informed data assimilation in the point-vortex model are quite encouraging. In the ex-
periments presented in Section 4.1, there was a significant increase in the accuracy of each
simulation when the correction timing was changed from periodic to dynamics-informed.
For the same number of corrections, there was typically at least an order of magnitude
decrease in the mean-squared error. Stated differently, the dynamics-informed approach
required far fewer corrections to achieve the same simulation accuracy as periodic cor-
rection. If the cost or invasiveness of collecting the observations is prohibitive—as is
often the case in practice—the dynamical information can be used to determine when
the observations will be most effective in correcting the model.
The experimental testbed that we have chosen provides a very controlled environ-
ment in which to test out our data assimilation research ideas. Working with experi-
mental data ensures that the techniques we develop will have applicability in real-world
modelling and control scenarios. And, an exploration of data assimilation in this labo-
ratory context will provide unique insight into the dynamics of the correction process.
Such fundamental studies of data assimilation using a laboratory flow are rare in the
literature—non-existent in the case of point-vortex models—and the knowledge gained
could enable significant advancements in this field.
Clearly, applying our dynamics-informed methodology to real data will present sev-
eral additional challenges. Some of these issues were introduced in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
In Section 4.4, we explored the effects of observational noise on the accuracy of the sim-
ulation. We showed that significant noise can destroy the benefits of the assimilation,
whether the correction timing is periodic or dynamics-informed. Developing intelligent
strategies for mitigating these detrimental effects will be a significant component of our
future research. We will start by exploring the noise experiments more deeply and try-
ing to understand the dynamics that cause the simulation to go awry. Another goal
will be to determine if there are noise ranges for which one correction timing approach
performs better than another. This would be a useful result, allowing researchers to
alternate between these methods based on the noise characteristics of the observations
being assimilated.
Another approach to tackling the noise issue will be to investigate some of the data as-
similation algorithms described in Section 2.2. The Data Assimilation Research Testbed
(DART) provides a useful tool for performing this analysis. Recall that DART is a
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modular software platform designed to enable research in ensemble data assimilation.
By implementing the point-vortex model in this framework, we can explore the per-
formance of various ensemble data assimilation methodologies, comparing periodic and
dynamics-informed correction timing. We will again start with several numerical exper-
iments using DART and will later perform an additional evaluation with experimental
data from our laboratory air jet.
Section 4.5 explored some of the other issues involved in collecting and processing
the experimental observations obtained via our particle image velocimetry system. One
important research issue will be to determine whether it is better to pre-process the
velocity field data to match the state variables in the model or to use an observation
operator H to map from model state space to observation space. For the first approach,
we will try one or more of the vortex extraction procedures described in Section 2.3. Since
vortex extraction is such a challenging problem, we may find that the noise and false
positives/negatives introduced by this process overwhelm the benefits of the assimilation.
If this is the case, using a so-called forward operator H to map the model variables into
the observation space may prove more desirable. In our experiment, the observations
are velocity field measurements at many points in the flow. So, H would be used to
determine the model’s prediction of the velocity at each observation location. This
amounts to a computation of the velocity induced by the set of vortices in the model,
which can be performed using the Biot-Savart equations. Note that this approach is
only relevant in the statistical data assimilation algorithms described in Section 2.2 (for
example, the ensemble methods in DART); it could not be used in direct-replacement
or Newtonian nudging experiments. Regardless of which strategy is involved, we will
need to add additional reasoning to our assimilation procedure to handle the unmodelled
vortex dynamics, such as the splitting and merging events discussed in Section 4.5.
Despite these challenges, we believe that using the dynamics of the system to in-
form the correction process is a very promising approach. Selecting the timing of the
corrections based on characteristics of the flow evolution is a novel idea; most existing
techniques correct the model blindly at periodic intervals using all available observa-
tions. Our noise and subset results indicate that this approach can occasionally degrade
model accuracy instead of enhancing it. A more-intelligent procedure that is based on
an understanding of the dynamics that cause data assimilation to succeed or fail should
be able to consistently improve simulation accuracy. Developing and verifying such a
robust dynamics-informed methodology is our primary goal. As described in this paper,
we have made some significant progress in this endeavor.
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